
 
 
 
ABOUT:  Sun Belt is a surrealist folk group based in 
rainy Vancouver. Yet its work is informed by the 
desert—real and imagined, man-made and 
metaphoric. The group’s expansive, dusty music 
explores mysterious visions and environmental 
themes. It peers at these interesting times 
through dark grains of sand.  
    Singer-writer Rick Maddocks works with a stellar 
cast of collaborators from Vancouver’s music 
community, including: Stephen Lyons, James 
Meger, Liam MacDonald, Julia Ulehla, Tyson 
Naylor, Dory Hayley, Joshua Zubot, Jon Wood, 
Paul Rigby and Dayna Szyndrowski.   

 
 

 

HISTORY:  Maddocks and Lyons had worked together 
on the experimental opera The Meal (2012). In 2013, 
after Maddocks had written a series of desert-themed 
songs, Lyons suggested heading down to the fabled 
WaveLab Studio in Tucson to record. Jon Wood and 
Paul Rigby joined them. The resulting release, Cabalcor 
(OffSeason, 2015), is a	fever dream of dusty, unhurried 
songs. “Sun Belt successfully tangle nylon-string guitars 
and harmonica with pedal steel and banjo,” says 
Exclaim, “creating a compelling texture of Latin flavour 
and country twang.” BC Musician says, “Cabalcor is 
subtle, graceful, and moving…it belies the dusty 
environs with a clarity of sound and purpose.”  

 
 
ALBUM to BOOK to PERFORMANCE: The songs on the album inspired an illustrated book of 
experimental fiction, Cabalcor: An Extracted History (2015). “This is a beautiful and provocative work, “ writes Giller-
prize-winning author Madeleine Thien,” using music and text to tell the story of the rise and fall of a mythical tar sands 
company town...it speaks to a history that is now.” The book and album have led to a seventy-minute music-theatre 
performance, Sun Belt: Cabalcor. It’s an immersive glimpse into the allegorical town through a combination of 
songs, slideshows and readings. The show debuted as a commissioned production at the PuSh International 
Performing Arts Festival in 2015. 
 
Sun Belt is currently at work on a new album inspired by spaghetti-western soundtracks and our upside-down world. It 
will be released by Afterlife Music in 2018. 
 
 
Music links:  https://sunbelt.bandcamp.com/album/cabalcor     http://www.sunbeltband.com/album/ 
 

Video links:  http://www.sunbeltband.com/films/ 
 


